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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The acoustic speech signal is a variation of the air pressure caused by an 
air flow passing the vocal chords and resonance cavities formed by the vocal 
tract and sometimes the nasal tract. Speech production can be modeled as 
the output of the following cascade elements: 

l. A source. The vocal chords, which determine the either noisy or pe
riodic character of the air flow, can be seen as the source in speech 
production. The source model bas to produce signals like those pro
duced by the vocal chords. 

2. A filter. The vocal tract shapes the speech signal's spectrum. This 
filter has to model the behavior of the vocal tract in natural speech 
production. 

3. A differentiation operator. This operator represents the task of con
version of air-flow variations to pressure variations which occurs at the 
lips. 

The main issue in this thesis work is estimating source and filter character
istics for sustained vowels. 

During the voiced utterance of a sustained vowel, the vocal chords open 
and close periodically producing a periodic waveform referred to as glottal 
pulses. The system characteristics of the vocal tract are different in open 
and closed phases of the vocal chörds. This is because the opening between 
the vocal chords , the glottis, is not constant. These varying properties of 
the vocal tract make it difficult to calculate an accurate approximation for 
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the system parameters for both closed and open phases. 
One possible solution to this problem, is to assume two different systems 
for these two different phases. During the closed phase, there is no input 
and therefore the system parameters for the closed phase can be accurately 
estimated. There is yet no known method for the calculation of the glottal 
pulse during the open phase of voiced speech. This is due to the presence 
of an input which makes it difficult to calculate an accurate estimation for 
system parameters during the open phase. 

The resonances of the vocal tract are determined by the opening of the 
glottis. In a whispered utterance, where the source is assumed to be white 
noise, the vocal chords are slightly open. In that case the filter parameters 
can be estimated from a segment of speech data. 

During the open phase of voiced speech, the glottis which is initially closed, 
starts to open and proceeds up to reaching the maximum opening where 
the natura! elastic tension of the vocal folds equals the separating force of 
the air pressure, after which the vocal folds begin to close until the (almost) 
complete closure of the glottis. 

We can assume that, on average, the transfer function of the vocal tract 
during the open phase of voiced vowel can be approximated by the transfer 
function of the vocal tract during a whispered utterance of the same vowel. 

In this thesis, this idea is studied. In chapter 2 several elementary idea's 
about the human voice organs and the human speech productions are dis
cussed. The basic speech-production model which is used in this thesis and 
different estimation methods are discussed in chapter 3. The data which 
is used in these thesis, the different analysis procedures and the results of 
these analysis have been described in chapter 4 . In the last chapter, the 
conclusions of the entire process have been discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

The Human Voice 

[4] 

2.1 Introduction 

Prior to discussing the mathematica! speech production model in the next 
chapter, it is necessary to explain some ideas about the human speech organs 
and the manner of speech production. In this chapter a few elementary 
subjects related to the human voice organs, voice production and types of 
excitation are briefly explained. 

2.2 Speech Organs 

Speech organs can be divided into three main units: lungs, larynx and vocal 
tract. The lungs are the source of an airflow that passes through the larynx 
which contains the vocal chords and vocal tract. Voiced speech production 
can be viewed as a filtering operation in which the air pulses excite the res
onance cavities vocal tract. 
Speech sound in the form of the variations of the air-pressure is produced by 
the vibrations of the vocal folds, which are driven by air from the lungs and 
the movements of the vocal tract before being radiated by its main output, 
the lips. 
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2.2.1 Larynx and Vocal Folds 

The most important source of voiced speech is in the larynx at the base of 
vocal tract, where the path of the airflow is interrupted fully or partially by 
the closing and opening of the vocal folds generating either turbulent noise 
or periodic pulses of air as an excitation source for the vocal tract. 

2.2.2 Vocal Tract 

The vocal tract is assumed to include the cavities from the glottis to lips 
either with or without nasal cavity. The vocal tract can be modeled as an 
acoustic tube with resonances, called formants . As the volume of air and 
corresponding sound pressure waves pass through the vocal tract, certain 
frequencies are attenuated and others amplified, depending on the filter fre
quency response. The filter amplifies energy at the near formant frequencies 
, while attenuating energy around anti-resonant frequencies. The resonances 
are due to the poles of the vocal tract frequency response. 

2.3 Voice Production 

Voicing is accomplished when air is pushed out from the lungs up to the 
glottis, where it is periodically interrupted by movements of the vocal folds. 
Farces responsible for the glottal pulse cycle determine the shape of glottal 
waveform. The glottal pulse cycle is as follows: 

l. Sub-glottal air pressure below the vocal folds builds up, pushing the 
vocal folds apart. 

2. The glottal slit begins to open and air begins to rush out through the 
glottis. 

3. The sub-glottal air pressure continues to force the glottis to open wider 
and outward, resulting in increased airflow through the glottis. 

4. As the vocal folds spread apart, air velocity increases significantly 
through the narrow glottis, which causes local drop in air pressure. 

5. The glottis continues to open until the natural elastic tension of the 
vocal folds equals the separating force of the air pressure. At this point 
the glottal opening and rate of airflow have reached their maxima 
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6. The kinetic energy that was received by the the vocal folds during 
opening, is stored as elastic recoil energy, which in turn causes the 
vocal folds to begin to close. Both the elastic restoring forces and 
difference in air pressure between opposite sides of the glottis act to 
close the vocal folds abruptly. 

7. The sub-glottal pressure and elastic restoring forces during closure 
cause the cycle to repeat. 

2.4 Types of Excitation 

The production of any speech sound involves the movement of an air-stream. 
The two elemental types of excitation are: 

• Voiced speech is produced by forcing air through the glottis, the vari
able opening between the vocal folds.. The periodic interruption of the 
airflow coming from the lungs results in quasi-periodic air-pulses that 
excite the vocal tract. 

• Unvoiced speech is the noisy result of an aperiodic airflow through the 
vocal tract which are generated at constriction at some point along 
the vocal tract. If the vocal folds are closed sufficiently, airflow may 
be hindered enough to create a turbulent noise at the glottis. Speech 
arising from such noise is called whisper or aspiration. 
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Chapter 3 

Speech Production Model 
and Estimation Methods 

[2] [4] [5] 

3.1 Introduction 

Speech production can be viewed as a filtering operation in which a sound 
source excites a vocal tract system. The speech is produced when the glottal 
waveform which is generated by the vocal chords passes through the vocal 
tract before being radiated at the lips. The radiation effect of the lips is the 
same for different sounds. In modeling speech, the effects of the excitation 
source are considered to be independent. If either the glottal waveform or 
vocal tract transfer function is accurately specified, then the other one can 
be estimated within the limits of the assumed model. 

In this chapter, the basic Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) model is ex
plained. To simplify the task of estimating the glottal pulse, a few assump
tions are made. Based on these primary assumption a so called all-pole 
model is described. Given the all-pole model, different methods for the 
estimation of the vocal tract transfer function are available. These choice 
of an estimation method has to do with the length of the to be analyzed data. 

In the next section, different estimation methods are discussed. In the case 
of voiced speech, one has to deal with closed and open phases and each phase 
has certain properties. 
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Using whispered speech as a close approximation to the open phase, one 
has to deal with a long non-periodic signal with white noise as the in
put. Given such a long signal, an estimation method such as the so-called 
autocorrelation-based LPC always produces a stable system. 

In a closed phase, where the input is assumed to be zero, one has to deal 
with a small number of samples. The so-called covariance-based LPC gives 
a more precise estimation of the vocal tract during the closed phase at the 
expense of extra computation hut there is no guarantee of stability. The 
main problem in this method is the precise detection of the closed phase. 
The derivated glottal pulse appears to give a good indication for the opening 
and closure instants of the glottis. 

As mentioned before, in voiced speech one has to deal with two closed and 
open glottal phases. To have an accurate estimation of the glottal pulse, 
one has to obtain a set of parameters for the transfer function of the vocal 
tract that is able to track the glottal pulse in the open phase as well as the 
closed phase. Given the varying properties of the vocal tract during these 
two phases, two different systems are needed in order to obtain an accurate 
approximation of the glottal pulse. 

The main problem in obtaining an accurate estimation for the glottal pulse 
in voiced speech is that there is yet no proper method for estimation of the 
parameters of the vocal tract during the open phase of voiced speech. Given 
the shape of vocal chords during the whispered utterance, one can assume 
that the system of whispered utterance of the voiced speech can act as a 
reasonable approximation for the vocal tract during the open phase of voiced 
utterance. As it is already mentioned, the covariance-based LPC is able to 
give a close approximation for the glottal pulse as far as the closed phase 
is concerned. Using the differentiated glottal pulse as an indicator of the 
opening and closure instants, these two systems can be applied alternately 
to the closed and open phases of the voiced speech respectively. 

In the last section of this chapter, the necessary choices and the pre- and 
post processing procedures are discussed. The formants of the vocal tract 
are defined from the complex pole pairs. A proper prediction order is nec
essary to have an accurate estiniation. Over specifying of the prediction 
can lead to real poles. In order to remove the real poles from the obtained 
system a pre-processing of the calculated system will take place. 
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In order to remove the DC levels and the linear trends in the integrated glot
tal pulse, a trend-removal function will be applied to the obtained integrated 
glottal pulse. 

3.2 Basic Model 

A linear model for the speech production process is as it is shown in figure 
(3.2). 

en 
E(z) 

G(z) u n 
.___ _ ___, Ua(z) 

V(z) R(z) s n 
S(z) 

Figure 3.1: Black digram representation .of linear speech production model 

where the time sequences and their z-transforms are defined by 
E( z) +-+ e( n) glottal excitation signal 

Ua(z) +-+ ua(n) glottal volume velocity signal 

UL(z) +-+ uL(n) lip volume velocity signal 

S(z) +-+ s(n) speech pressure wave signal 

The glottal excitation model signal e(n) does not represent a physical signal, 
but rather, it is used as a mathematica! input to a glottal model filter G(z) 
in order to generate glottal volume velocity signal ua(n). 

The vocal tract model V(z) relates the glottal volume velocity signal ua(n), 
to the lip volume velocity signal uL(n). 

The speech signal pressure wave is related to the volume velocity at the 
lips through a radiation filter R(z). An approximation to the radiation 
filter R( z) is given by a differencing filter 

(3.1) 

where C is a constant factor. Since R(z) is the same for different sounds 
(differencing 6 dB per octave), the fundamental problem in the estimation 
of the glottal volume velocity waveform is to determine the parameters of 
the vocal tract filter V(z). 
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The linear speech-production model can be rearranged to the following 
model: 

en 
E(z) 

G(z) 
~--~ 

ua n 
Ua(z) 

R(z) ea n V(z) sn 
S(z) 

Figure 3.2: Block digram representation of the revised linear speech produc
tion model 

Given the rearranged model, the relation between s(n) and ea(n) can be 
written in the following form: 

k q 

s(n) = L Cïs(n - i) + L b1ea(n -1) (3.2) 
i=l l=O 

w here Ci ( 1 ::; i ::; k), b1 ( 1 ::; l ::; q) are the parameters of the hypothesized 
system. 

Equation (3.2) says that the "output", s(n), is a linear function of past 
outputs and present and past inputs. That is, the signal s(n) is predictable 
from linear combination of past outputs and inputs. Hence the name linear 
prediction. 

There are two special cases of this model that are of the interest: 

l. all-zero model: Ci = 0, 1 ::; i ::; k 

2. all-pole model: b1 = 0, 1 ::; l ::; p 

Speech is a non-stationary process. Non-stationary processes are not er
godic, therefore, one cannot estimate the ensemble average by time average. 
However, for certain class of non-stationary processes known as locally sta
tionary processes, like speech, it is reasonable to estimate the autocorrelation 
as a time average. 
To minimize analysis complexity the following assumptions are made: 

• To simplify the task of obtaining an estimation for the vocal tract 
model, given a speech signa! s(n}, the speech is considered to be sta
tionary during a window or frame of N samples. This allows the vocal 
tract filter to be modeled with constant coeflicients having k poles and 
q zeros. 
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• The speech signal in these experiments is assumed to come from an 
all-pole stationary vowel ( bi = 0, I ~ l ~ p) . 

Based on these assumption, the model is of the following form: 

k 

s(n) = L CiS(n - i) + boec(n) (3.3) 
i=l 

The vocal tract model V(z) is assumed to be an all-pole model of form 

V(z) = 1 - Lf=1 Ci . = bo 
1 - Lf=l CiZ-• 1 - Lf=l CiZ-i 

(3.4) 

Taking k to be an even integer, k/2 formants or vocal tract resonances, Ci 

are included in V(z). 

Based on the linear model just described, glottal inverse filtering is con
ceptually defined as solving for Uc(z) by the equation 

S(z) 
Uc(z) = V(z)R(z) (3 .5) 

The relationships going from the speech pressure waveform to the glottal 
velocity waveform are indicated in figure (3.3) 

sn 1 e n 
S(z) .___v(_z )___, Ec ( z ) 

1 
R(z) 

---~ 

u n 
Uc(z) 

Figure 3.3: Block digram of conceptualized glottal inverse filtering model 

The main problem is now the determination of the parameters of the inverse 
filter I/V(z). 

3.3 All-pole Model 

In the all-pole model one assumes that the signal s(n) is given as a linear 
combination of past values and some input ec(n) : 

k 

s(n) = L Cïs(n - i) + boec(n) (3 .6) 
i=l 
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The transfer function V(z) of this all-pole has the following form: 

(3.7) 

Given a particular s(n), the problem is to determine the predictor coeffi
cients Ci in some manner. 

Using the method of least squares, one assumes here that the uc(n) is white 
noise. Therefore, the signal s(n) can be predicted only approximately from 
a linearly weighted summation of past samples. 

Let this approximation of s(n) be s(n): 

k 

s(n) = LCis(n-i) 
i=l 

(3.8) 

Then the error between the actual value s(n) and the predicted value s(n) 
is given by 

k 

en= s(n) - s(n) = s(n) - L qs(n - i) (3.9) 
i=l 

en is also called the residual. 
In the method of least squares, the parameters Ci are obtained as a result of 
the minimization of the total squared error with respect of the parameters. 
Considering a signal s(n), we denote the total squared error by E, where 

(3.10) 

E is minimized by setting 

l5'j5'k (3.11) 
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äE ~ L (,(n) - t c;s(n - i))' = 
OCj OC; n i=l 

äE L ~ (,cnJ- t c.s(n- o) 
2 

= 
OCj n OC; i=l 

äE L ( 8s(n) 8 t . ) 
OCj 

2 -- - - Cjs(n - i) 
n OCj OCj i=l 

äE 
2 L (8s(n) _ tc/s(n-i)) = 

OCj n OCj i=l OCj 

äE 
2 ~ ( s(n)s(n - j) - t, Cjs(n - i)s(n - j)) = 8cj 

äE 
2 (~s(n)s(n-j)-t,Ci~s(n-i)s(n-j)) = 

OCj 

k 

===} L Ci L s(n - i)s(n- j) = L s(n)s(n - j) 
i=l n n 

(3.12) 

Equations (3.12) are known as normal equations. For any definition of the 
signal s(n), the equation (3.12) forms a set of k equations in k unknowns 
which can be solved for the predictor coefficients Cj (1 S: i S: k) which min
imize E in (3.10). 

The minimum total squared error, denoted by Ep is obtained by expanding 
(3.10) and substituting _(3.12): 
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E, = ~=-~ = ~ (s(n)- t,e;s(n - i))' 
Ep = ~ s2 (n) - 2 t, Ci ~ s(n)s(n - i) + ~ (t, e;s(n - i)) (t, e;s(n - i)) 

Ep = ~ s2
(n) - 2 t, Ci ~ s(n)s(n - i) + t, Ci (t, Ci ~ s(n - i)s(n - i)) 

k k 

Ep = L s2 (n) - 2 L Ci L s(n)s(n - i) + L Ci L s(n)s(n - i) 
n i=l n i=l n 

k 

Ep = L s2(n) - L Ci L s(n)s(n - i) (3.13) 
n i=l n 

Specifying the range of summation over n in equations (3 .10), (3.12) and 
(3.13) will lead to two distinct methods for the estimation of the parameters: 

• The autocorrelation method 

• The covariance method 

The next section will discuss these two estimation methods in detail. 

3.4 Estimation Methods 

As it is mentioned before in analyzing the voiced speech, one has to deal with 
two different phases where the vocal tract has different acoustical properties. 
Due to this varying vocal tract properties and in order to obtain an accurate 
estimation for the vocal tract parameters, different estimation method have 
to applied to voiced speech. The number of samples that has to be analyzed 
plays a key role in the choice of the estimation method. 
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In this section two different estimation methods are discussed. The first 
method, the autocorrelation-based LPC, assumes that s(n)=O for n < 0 
and n > N - 1 where N represents the length of the data which has to be 
analyzed. The system parameters obtained by means of this method are not 
very accurate but the stability of the obtained system is guaranteed. The 
covariance-based LPC uses a small number of data which belongs to the to 
be analyzed interval. The obtained system is then more accurate comparing 
the autocorrelation-based LPC. In covariance-based LPC the minimization 
takes place for O S n S N - 1 .where p is the order of prediction. As men
tioned before, the obtained system is more accurate but there is no guarantee 
stability as far as the stability is concerned. 

3.4.1 Autocorrelation-based LPC 

Assume that the following analysis filter is to be obtained: 

p 

A(z) = 1 - L aiz-i 
i=l 

(3.14) 

where p is the order of prediction. If s(n) is passed through this filter, the 
residue or error signa! is then given by 

p 

en = s(n) - s(n) = s(n) - L ais(n - i) (3.15) 
i=J 

It is theoretically assumed that the error in (3.10) is minimized over infinite 
duration - oo S n S oo. In practice, the signal s(n) has a limited length. 
Considering the mentioned filter , the normal equations and the minimum 
total squared error, Ep are 

p 

==> L ai L s(n - i)s(n- j) = L s(n)s(n- j) 
i=J n n 

p 

Ep = L s2(n) - L ai L s(n)s(n - i) 
n i=J n 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The speech signal is considered to be stationary during the length of the sig
na!. Given this assumption, it is reasonable to estimate the autocorrelation 
as a time average. 
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The autocorrelation function of the signal s(n) is an even function (i.e. R(j) 
= R(-j)) and it is formally defined as: 

R(j) = l'(s(n)s(n - j)) (3.18) 

Given the equation (3.18), the equations (3.16) and (3.17) can be estimated 
by the following equations: 

A 1 N-1 

R(j) = N L s(n)s(n - j) 
n=O 

(3.19) 

p 

L aJl(j - i) = R(j) (3.20) 
i=J 

p 

Ep = R(O) - L aiR(i) (3.21) 
i=J 

Solving the equations (3.20) and (3.21) will give the required ai. 

Since the coefficients of R(j-i) form what aften is known as an autocor
relation matrix, this method is called the autocorrelation method. An auto
correlation matrix is a symmetrie Toeplitz matrix, which is a matrix where 
all elements along each diagonal are equal. 

3.4.2 Covariance-based LPC 

The speech-production model is of the form 

k 

s(n) = L Cis(n - i) + boec(n) 
i=l 

Assume that the following analysis filter is to be obtained: 

p 

A(z) = 1 - L aiz-i 
i=l 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

where p is the order of prediction. The error which has to be minimized , 
has the following form: 

(3.24) 
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Here we assume that the error E in (3.24) is minimized over O ::; n ::; N - 1. 
This minimization leads to p linear equations: 

p 

L aicpii = <po; 
i=l 

and the equation (3.13) can be estimated by the following equation: 

p 

where 
N-1 

Ep = <poo - L aicpo; 
i=l 

cp;; = L s(n - j)s(n - i) 1 ::; i,j ::; p 
n=O 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

is the covariance function for s(n) in the given interval. The coefficients 
cpij in (3.25) form a covariance matrix, and therefore, we shall call this 
method the covariance method. The covariance matrix q>ij is symmetrie, 
i.e. cpij = cpji hut unlike the autocorrelation matrix, the terms along each 
diagonal are not equal. In covariance method values of the signa} s(n) for 
-p::; n ::; N - 1 must be known: a total of p+N samples. 

The predictor parameters resulting from a solution to the covariance matrix 
cannot in genera} be guaranteed to form a stable filter while the computed 
filter for a large number of samples using the autocorrelation method is sta
ble. For a large number of signa} samples, the covariance matrix approaches 
an autocorrelation matrix. 

The determination of the opening and closure instants 

The main problem of the covariance-based LPC is the detection of the clo
sure and opening instants of the glottis because only inside of the closed 
phase, one can assume that the input is equal to zero. In order to detect 
the closure interval, the derivated glottal pulse obtained from either voiced 
or whispered speech by means of autocorrelation-based LPC is used. 

In figure 3.4 the glottal pulse and the derivated glottal pulse, according 
to the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model are shown. 
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0.8 

~ :::, 0.6 
"" ë. 
~ 0.4 

0 .2 

The glottal pulse according to LF model 

0.001 0 .002 0.003 0 .004 0 .005 0 .006 0 .007 0 .008 0.009 0 .01 
Time(ms) 

The derivative of glottal pulse according to LF model 

0.001 0 .002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0 .006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01 
Time(ms) 

Figure 3.4: Simplified glottal pulse and residual during a voiced speech 
according to the LF model 

Each period of a derivated glottal pulse, ec consists the following phases: 

• From the instant of opening, the value of the ec increases for a cer
tain time to reach a maximum. This is then the instant of maximum 
opening of the glottis. From now on, due to the start of the closing 
process, the value of ec starts to decrease toa certain minimum. This 
point can be marked as the instant of the closure. 

• For the complete glottal closure, the derivated glottal_pulse is expected 
to reach its negative peak which is the instant of closure. 

• During the closed phase, the value of ec remains close to zero. 
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The minimum value of the derivated glottal pulse in each period is a rea
sonable indication for the instant of closure. The instant of opening can 
be obtained by locating the point where the value of ec starts to increase 
towards the maximum opening instant. 

3.5 Combination of the whispered f.3ystem and 
the closed phase analysis 

Closed phase analysis 

The glottis is assumed to be closed for the closure interval, ec(n)=O from 
one sample after the closure instant up to the opening instant. Given the 
covariance-based LPC, one sample after glottal closure, the speech waveform 
becomes a freely decaying oscillation that is strictly a function of the vocal 
tract resonances and p initia! speech samples. If the to be analyzed interval 
is entirely in the closed phase of voiced speech, one can assume ec is equal 
to zero over the entire range of the summation in (3.13) . This means that 
the covariance algorithm will generateai in such a way that Ep can be theo
retically reduced to zero. This method is known as the closed phase analysis. 

The next method to obtain the glottal pulse is the combination of the whis
pered system and the system obtained by using the closed phase analysis. 
As already mentioned, the covariance-based LPC provide a good tracking 
for the glottal pulse during the closed phase. For the open phase of the 
voiced speech, the whispered utterance of the same voiced speech makes it 
possible to apply the autocorrelation-based LPC. 

As in the case of detecting the closure interval in the covariance-based LPC, 
the differentiated glottal pulse of voiced (or whispered speech) has to be 
used to define the instants of opening and closure of the glottis. 
Having the instants of opening and closure of the glottis and the two already 
obtained sets of system parameters for the open and closed phases, one can 
apply the whispered system and the covariance-based system obtained in 
the closed phase alternately to the open and closure glottal phases respec
tively. 

If the whispered utterance which has been obtained under the assumption of 
having the same vocal tract acoustical properties, is indeed a close approx-
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imation for the open phase of the voiced speech, a smoother glottal pulse 
has to be obtained. 

3.6 Observations 

To estimate the best approximation of the glottal pulse certain choices have 
to be made and minor necessary pre- and postprocessing has to be clone 
prior to the actual estimation. 

Order of prediction 

In genera}, there should be a sufficient number of poles to represent all 
formants in signa} bandwidth plus an additional 2-4 poles to approximate 
possible zeros in the spectrum [4]. For order of prediction in the following 
experiments for 8-kHz and 16-kHz sampled speech respectively 10 and 20 
have been chosen. 

Removal of the real roots 

Formants for the vocal tract are always defined from only complex pole pairs. 
The real pole at zero frequency will typically occur due to low-frequency 
recording noise. Real poles may also occur when the required filter order is 
over specified. 
To estimate the actual glottal pulse, minor adjustments are necessary to en
sure that the inverse filter will only remove the formant poles from the speech 
signal. This step is needed because the estimated vocal tract model 1/A(z) , 
may have real pol es at zero frequency and J s /2 w here J s the sampling fre
quency is. After eliminating any real roots near f =0 Hz, a polynomial A(z ) 
( of possibly red uced order) is reconstructed as the final inverse vocal tract 
model estimate. 
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The trend removal 

Signals that contain large DC levels or linear trends have been found to 
corrupt Auto-Regressive spectra! estimates [3]. Therefore the trend-removal 
function has to be applied to the obtained integrated glottal pulse in order 
to remove this DC levels and the linear trends. 
The DC levels and the linear trends which may appear in ea have the 
following form: 

t(n)=an+b (3.28) 

where an and b represent the linear trends and the DC levels respectively 
and they are obtained from: 

a ~ 2 
B(a, b) ~ (ua(n) - (an+ b)) .= 0 (3.29) 

Given the integrated glottal pulse ua(n), a new integrated glottal pulse,uar(n), 
is defined by: 

uar(n) = ua(n) - (an+ b) (3.30) 
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Chapter 4 

Data Collection and 
Analysis Procedures 

4.1 Introd uction 

The problem of estimating the glottal pulse directly from the speech signal 
and characterizing of the vocal tract are the main issues in this thesis. In 
this chapter first a short description of the used data in these experiments 
is given and in the next section the analysis procedures are discussed. 

4.2 Data 

The sets of data which are used in these experiments, have been collected 
from a male speaker with two different sampling frequencies, 8 kHz and 16 
kHz. The data collection has been clone for three different steady vowels: 
ja/ , je/ , /of. The sets of data which have been used in these experiments, 
have normally a length of 1000 samples. The closed phase is in the case of 
the 16 kHz sampled speech signal about 53 samples long. The length of the 
entire speech period is about 155 samples. 
For each vowel, the data have been collected for two different types of speech: 

• Voiced speech which is produced as a result of excitation of the steady 
vocal tract system due to the vocal fold vibrations at the glottis. The 
excitations consist of periodic glottal pulses with distinct open and 
closed phases of the glottis, with major excitation taking place at the 
instant of glottal closure. 
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• Whispered speech which is non-periodic, is produced by the turbulence 
of air at the open glottis. The excitation is more noise-like. The vocal 
chords are slightly opened and act as a noise source. 

4.3 Analysis Procedures 

Based on the speech-production model which have been discussed in the 
previous chapter, the following experiments will take place: 

• Obtaining glottal pulses from voiced speech using the system which is 
obtained from voiced speech by means of autocorrelation-based LPC 

• Obtaining glottal pulses from voiced speech using the system which 
is obtained from whispered speech by means of autocorrelation-based 
LPC 

• Obtaining glottal pulses from voiced speech using the system which is 
obtained from voiced speech by means of covariance-based LPC, the 
so called closed phase analysis 

• Obtaining glottal pulses from voiced speech using alternately the sys
tems which are derived from whispered speech by means of autocorrelation
based LPC and from voiced speech by means of covariance-based LPC 
for open and closed phases respectively. 

4.3.1 Autocorrelation-based LPC 

The autocorrelation-based LPC estimation method is applied to voiced and 
whispered speech signals in order to obtain the system parameters. In the 
first case, the autocorrelation-based LPC is applied to the voiced speech to 
obtain the system parameters. In the second case, the autocorrelation-based 
LPC is applied to the whispered speech of the same vowel assuming that the 
vocal tract is kept unchanged and holding the same acoustical properties as 
in the voiced speech. 

Voiced System 

The procedure for obtaining the glottal pulse from voiced speech is as follows : 

1. Applying the autocorrelation-based LPC to the voiced speech in order 
to calculate the system coefficients. 
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2. Removing the real roots from the obtained set of coefficients. 

3. Inverse filtering the voiced speech using the gained system in the pre
vious step in order to produce the differentiated glottal pulse (residual 
signal) . 

4. Integrating the residual signal to obtain the glottal pulse. 

5. Applying the trend removal function to remove the DC levels and 
linear trends from the obtained glottal pulse. 

The result of the above process is shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: The glottal pulse of the vowel je/ obtained from the 
voiced speech via inverse filtering using the voiced system by means of 
autocorrelation-based LPC 

As mentioned before, in this estimation method, the system is obtained from 
the w hole length of speech data. 
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Ripples can be observed during the closed phase as well as the open phase. 
This is an indication of the fact that the obtained system during the closed 
phase is not able to generate the glottal pulse as it was expected. 

In the open phase, a slight ripple can be observed. This small ripple can be 
an indication for an slight increase in formant bandwidth and a small shift 
in the formant frequencies during the open phase. 

Whispered System 

The following steps have been taken to generate the next glottal pulse: 

1. Applying the autocorrelation-based LPC to the whispered speech in 
order to calculate the system coefficients. 

2. Removing the real roots from the obtained set coefficients. 

3. Inverse filtering the voiced speech using the gained system in the pre
vious step in order to produce the differentiated glottal pulse {residual 
signal) . 

4. Integrating the residual signa} to obtain the glottal pulse. 

5. Applying the trend removal function to remove the DC levels and 
linear trends from the obtained glottal pulse. 

The results of using the whispered system to generate the glottal pulse from 
the vowel /e/ are shown in figure 4.2. 

The whole idea of using a whispered system to generate the glottal pulse is 
based on the assumption that the function of vocal tract during the open 
phase of a voiced speech can be closely approximated by the system of whis
pered speech if the speaker is able to hold his vocal tract in exact the same 
shape as in voiced speech. 

Comparing the frequency responses of the voiced and whispered systems 
o btained from the vowel / e /, a rather large shift in the first formant fre
quencies of the second system can be observed. In this case, the shift in 
the first formant frequency of the whispered system in respect of the voiced 
system is equal to 234 Hz. 
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This shift in formant frequency and the increase in the formant bandwidth 
can be observed in the form of a much larger ripple during the open phase 
of the glottal pulse resulted from whispered system comparing to that of the 
voiced system. 
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Figure 4.2: The glottal pulse obtained from the voiced speech via inverse 
filtering using the whispered system by means of autocorrelation-based LPC 
for the vowel / e / 

The worse results of the whispered system during the closed phase, compar
ing to that of the voiced system, is not a surprise due to the fact that the 
whispered system is not meant to generate a proper glottal pulse during the 
closed phase. 

The same experiment has been repeated for the vowel / a/ of the same 
speaker. The results for the vowel /a/ are shown in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: The glottal pulse obtained from the voiced speech via inverse 
filtering using the whispered system by means of autocorrelation-based LPC 
for the vowel / a/ 

The estimated glottal pulse via the whispered system from the vowel /a/ 
is much closer to the expectation based on the model of using whispered 
system. Although there is still a very slight ripple at the beginning of the 
open phase, this is smaller than the one in the obtained glottal pulse from 
the vowel /e/. 

This is because of the fact that in case of the vowel / e / of this speaker, 
the first formant frequency of the system obtained from the voiced speech is 
around 450 Hz. while for the vowel / a/ of the same speaker the first formant 
frequency of the voiced system is around 850 Hz. 
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The shift in the first formant frequency of the system obtained from the 
whispered speech for the vowel /a/ is around 63 Hz. The relative shift of 
the first formant frequency in the whispered system for the vowel / a/ is 
about 7% while the same relative shift for the vowel /e/ is about 51%. 

The results of the vowels /e/ and /a/ shows how sensitive the obtaining 
of the whispered data is. A small change in the vocal tract shape leads to 
different acoustical properties and due to the practical difficulties related to 
holding the vocal tract in the same shape as in the voiced case, there is not 
much that one can do in order to keep the vocal tract in the same shape 
as during the voiced utterance. The effect of this change in shape of the 
vocal tract is more obvious when the first formant frequency of the system 
is lower. 

4.3.2 Covariance-based LPC 

The closed phase covariance-LPC yields better formant tracking and inverse 
filtering results. The inverse filter must be estimated from the speech signal 
during the glottal closed phase to avoid source-tract interaction [1]. 

The determination of the instants of closure and opening of the glottis is 
the major difficulty of this method. Certain local minima of the derivated 
glottal pulse play a key role for the determination of the instants of closure 
and opening of the glottis. The method which is used in this thesis to detect 
these instants is already explained in the previous chapter. 

In this method, the derivated glottal pulse from voiced speech using the 
autocorrelation-based LPC, eca, is used to detect these local minima. A 
comparison between the eca and the speech signal and the mentioned local 
minima are shown in figure 4.4. 

Different phases of the glottal period can be observed in figure 4.4. The 
closed phase starts from a certain minimum of eca and after a short time, 
the signal approximates the zero line and then it keeps playing around the 
zero line up to the instant of opening. The eca starts then to increase and 
this increase goes on till the maximum opening of the glottis is reached. Af
ter reaching this point, eca starts to decrease again to a certain minimum. 
This minimum coincides with the instant of closure of the glottis. 
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Figure 4.4: The instants of closure and opening of glottis for the vowel / a/ 
obtained from the residual signa} using the whispered system by means of 
autocorrelation-based LPC 

The covariance-based LPC method which is used in this thesis is as follows: 

1. Applying the autocorrelation-based LPC to the whispered vowel in 
order to obtain the whispered system. 

2. Removing the real roots from the obtained set coefficients. 

3. Applying the obtained system from the previous step to the voiced 
speech in order to produce the eaa• 

4. Determination of the glottal closure and opening instants via the ob
tained eaa as described. 

5. Applying the covariance-based LPC to the closed phase of each period 
of the voiced speech using the obtained information about the glottal 
closure and opening instants. 
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6. Applying the system obtained from the closed phase to the entire 
period in order to generate the differentiated glottal pulse ec. 

7. Integrating ec to obtain the glottal pulse. 

8. Applying the trend removal function to remove the DC levels and 
linear trends from the obtained glottal pulse. 

The generated glottal pulse via this method is shown in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: The glottal pulse obtained from the voiced speech using 
covariance-based LPC for the vowel /e / 

In order to obtain the best possible approximation, the estimation of the 
system parameters is done for each closed phase separately. The estimated 
system is then applied to the entire data of that period. In the covariance
based LPC the p samples prior to the starting instant have to be known 
where p is the order of prediction (in case of the 16 kHz. sampled data p is 
equal to 20). 
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Further to ensure that the estimation will take place inside the closed phase, 
another parameter is defined. This parameter makes it possible to shift 
the analysis window through the closed phase up to a certain calculation 
limit. This is due to the fact that the region just after the closure detection 
appears to be an excitation region and for a very short time after the closure 
detection, the results are highly variable. For the 16 kHz voiced speech, the 
length of the closed phase is about 53 samples. In the case of the vowel 
/ a /, the results of the obtained glottal pulse for the first two samples are 
not smooth al all while for a shift of 8 samples through the closed phase, 
the obtained glottal pulse is clearly different from the latter results. To 
demonstrate this sensitivity, the results of three different starting points 
after the closure detection for the vowel / af have been shown in figure 4.6. 
The vowel / e / appears to be less sensitive to this excitation region. 

4.4 Combination of the whispered system and 
the closed phase analysis 

As it was mentioned before, the acoustical properties of vocal tract during 
open and closed phases are different. Given this fact and in order to have 
the best possible approximation for the vocal tract, the next logica! step 
will be using two different systems for open and closed phases of the glottis. 
These two systems will be applied then to the proper phases by means of 
a switching mechanism. As it is already explained, the covariance-based 
LPC provides a reliable approximation for the vocal tract during the closed 
phase. In order to obtain the glottal pulse of the voiced speech, one bas to 
develop a switching method to apply these two systems alternately to the 
open and closed phases of the voiced speech. 

The proposed switching method is the same as the one which is used in 
the covariance-based LPC method to detect the open and closed phases of 
the glottis. The local minima of the obtained derivated glottal pulse from 
the voiced speech by means of autocorrelation-based method are reasonable 
indications for the instants of the glottal closure and opening. Once the 
closure instant is detected, the system obtained from the voiced speech by 
means of the closed phase analysis will be applied to the voiced speech and 
from the very moment that the opening instant is detected the system ob
tained from the whispered speech by means of autocorrelation-based LPC 
will be applied to voiced speech. 
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Figure 4.6: The glottal pulses obtained from the voiced speech using 
covariance-based LPC for three different starting points after closure de
tection for the vowel / a/ 

The entire process for the obtaining of the glottal pulse is as follows: 

l. Applying the autocorrelation-based LPC to the whispered vowel m 
order to obtain the whispered system parameters. 

2. Removing the real roots from the obtained set coefficients. 

3. Applying the obtained system from the previous step to the voiced 
speech in order to derive eaa . 

4. Determination of the glottal closure and opening instants using eaa as 
described in covariance-based LPC. 

5. Applying the covariance-based LPC to the closed phase of each period 
of the voiced speech using the obtained information about the glottal 
closure and opening instants. 
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6. Applying the system gained by covariance-based LPC of the closed 
phase to the closed phase of the same period. 

7. Applying the system obtained from whispered speech to the open 
phase of the same period. 

8. Integrating the entire ea which is obtained by adding the results of the 
gained residual signal of each period to that of the previous period. 

9. Applying the trend removal function to remove the DC levels and 
linear trends from the obtained glottal pulse. 

The obtained glottal pulses via this method from the vowels / e/ and / af is 
shown in figure 4. 7. 
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Figure 4.7: The glottal pulses obtained from the vowels je/ and ja/ us
ing alternately the systems obtained by means of the autocorrelation- and 
covariance-based LPC methods 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of different glottal pulses gained by different systems 
during one closed phase for the vowels ja/ and /e/. 

Results of the obtained glottal pulses in the both cases show a certain dis
continuity at the instant of transition from the closed phase to the open 
phase. This discontinuity is also to be observed at the instant of transition 
from the open phase to the closed phase but the latter discontinuity is less 
obvious than the first one. The cohesion of a smooth transition from one 
phase to the other one and the smaller relative shift of the first formant 
frequency in the vowel ja/ is an interesting outcome. 

Given the available data and based on the latter results, one can conclude 
that the smaller the shift of the first formant frequency of the vowel, the 
better the transition from one phase to the other one is , but in order to 
prove the generality of this conclusion more experiments needed to be clone. 
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The results related to the closed phase of different glottal pulses obtained via 
autocorrelation-based LPC from voiced speech, via autocorrelation-based 
LPC from whispered speech and via covariance-based LPC from the voiced 
speech for two vowels / e/ and / a/ have been compared. These results of 
this comparison are shown in figure 4.8. 

As it was expected the best result, the result which is closest to the expecta
tion of the glottal pulse during the closed phase, is obtained via covariance
based LPC from the voiced speech. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of different glottal pulses gained by different systems 
during one open phase for the vowels /a/ and /e/. 

The same comparison has taken place for the obtained glottal pulses via 
these three systems during an open phase. These results are shown in figure 
4.9. 
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The obtained glottal pulses from the voiced and whispered vowel /e/ during 
an open phase are, as expected, obviously different. As it was mentioned 
before, this is due to the large relative shift of the first formant frequency of 
the whispered system. Although the glottal pulse obtained by means of the 
autocorrelation-based LPC from the voiced /e/ looks smoother, the differ
ence which can be detected between this glottal pulses and the one obtained 
by means of the covariance-based LPC from the voiced /e/ during the open 
phase, is very small. 
In the case of the vowel / a / , there is almost no relevant difference to be 
observed between these three pulses. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of frequency response of the autocorrelation-based 
voiced and whispered systems and the covariance-based voiced system 

Given the fact that the relative shift in the first formant frequency for the 
whispered / a/ is very small, there is still almost no difference between the 
results obtained from the whispered speech and those obtained from the 
voiced speech. 
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Given the latter result, the application of the obtained system from whis
pered speech in these cases shows no obvious improvement comparing to the 
results obtained from voiced speech. 

The results of frequency responses of different systems obtained from the 
vowels / e/ and / a/ confirm the latter conclusions. These results are shown 
in figure 4.10. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

In this thesis the problem of estimating of the glottal pulse directly from 
the speech signal and characterizing the vocal tract via different parameter 
estimation methods has been studied. 

The idea of using the whispered utterance of a voiced speech to obtain the 
glottal pulse from the voiced speech, is based on the assumption that the 
transfer function of the vocal tract during the open phase of voiced speech 
can be closely approximated by the system obtained from whispered speech 
assuming that the speaker is able to control his vocal tract in such a way 
that the acoustical properties remain unchanged. 

Comparison between the glottal pulses obtained from the voiced and whis
pered utterances of the vowels / a/ and / e/ shows a certain shift in the 
formant frequencies and an increase of the formant bandwidths when one 
compares whispered speech in respect of voiced speech. While switching 
from voiced to whispered utterance, it is very difficult for the speaker to 
hold the acoustical properties of his vocal tract unchanged comparing to 
that of the voiced utterance. 

This problem is more relevant when the the first formant frequency of the 
voiced system is low as in the case vowel /e/. Even when the first formant 
frequency is relatively larger, as in the vowel ja/ , the obtained system from 
the whispered speech shows almost no improvement during the open phase 
comparing to the glottal pulse obtained by means of autocorrelation-based 
LPC from the voiced speech. 
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The covariance-based LPC generates a smooth approximation of the glottal 
pulse according to the expectations. This is, in the case of the closed phase, 
nota surprise due to the fact that the estimation is based on the data from 
the closed glottal interval itself. But even for the open phase, the results 
are very close to the results of the via autocorrelation-based LPC obtained 
system from the voiced speech. This similarity is due to the large influence 
of the closed phase data on the system obtained from the voiced speech by 
means of the autocorrelation-based LPC. 

The main difficulty related to covariance-based LPC is the detection of the 
instants of opening and closure of the glottis. The calculation has to take 
place entirely inside the closed interval in order to avoid the excitation re
gion just after the closure instant. 

In case of alternately applying of the via autocorrelation-based LPC ob
tained whispered system and the via covariance-based LPC obtained voiced 
system, the results of the generated glottal pulses in both cases of the vowels 
ja/ and je/ show a certain discontinuity at the instant of passage from the 
closed phase to the open phase. This discontinuity is also to be observed 
at the instant of passage from the open phase to the closed phase but the 
latter discontinuity is less obvious comparing to the first one. 

In the case of vowel / af with a smaller relative shift of the first formant fre
quency, this passage is smoother than in case of the vowel / e/ but to prove 
the generality of this conclusion more experiments needed to be done. 
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Appendix A 

The main Matlab algorithm 
for the obtaining the glottal 
pulse from speech signal 
using the whispered 
utterance 

function gp=gp9m(signal,delay,prest,lpw,lpv, p,fs); 

ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 

ï. ï. 

ï. fs: the sampling frequency ï. 
ï. period1: the very first assumd period length ï. 
ï. delay: a shifting variable which makes it possible to move ï. 
ï. the analyse window ï. 
ï. prest: the number of samples which has to be known prior to ï. 
ï. calculation ï. 

ï. lpw: the system obtained from whispered speech ï. 

ï. lpv: the system obtained from voiced speech ï. 
ï. p: The order of prediction ï. 
ï. ï. 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
if fs==16000 sr=1; t=(1:length(signal))/fs; end 
if fs==8000 sr=2; t=(1:length(signal))/fs; end 
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period1=floor(155/sr); r=[1 -1]; d=floor(53/sr); 
b=floor(22/sr); positiemin=O; 
n=size(signal,1); 
m=[ones(size(signal)), (O:n-1)']; 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 

ï. ï. 
ï. Obtaining the glottal pulse of voiced speech ï. 
ï. using the autocorrelation system obtained ï. 
ï. from the voiced and whispered speech ï. 
ï. ï. 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
residualamv(1:length(signal))= filter(lpv, sum(lpv), signal); 
glottalpamv= filter(1,r, residualamv'); 
residualam(1: length(signal) )= filter(lpw, sum(lpw), signal); 
glottalpam= filter(1,r, residualam'); 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 

ï. 
Ï. Trend removal applying to the speech data 
ï. ï. 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
glottalpramv=glottalpamv - m•(m\glottalpamv); 
glottalpram=glottalpam - m•(m\glottalpam); 
figure(1) 
clg; plot(1000•t,signal,'g'); 
hold on; 
plot(1000•t,residualam,•r-.•) 
hold off; 
axis([O length(signal)•1000/fs min(signal) max(signal)]); 
line ([1 length(signal)•1000/fs],[0,0]); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
ï.title('Speech signal'); 
hold on 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 

ï. ï. 
ï. Calculating the very first minimum of the derivated ï. 
ï. glottal pulse using the system obtained from the ï. 
ï. whispered speech assuming a certian period length. ï. 
ï. Defining this minimum takes place after p+1 samples ï. 
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¼ samples due to unreliable data in p+1 of the ¼ 
¼ calculated derivated glottal pulse of whispered. ¼ 

[i1min, imin(1)]=min(residualam(p+1:period1)); 
imin(1)=imin(1)+p+1; 
¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼ 

¼ Calculation of the instants of closure and opening ¼ 
¼ of the glottis using the derivated glottal pulse ¼ 
¼ which is obtianed by applying the whispered system ¼ 
¼ to the voiced speech using Autocorrelation based ¼ 
¼ LPC. ¼ 
¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼¼ 
for j=O:floor(length(signal(imin(1):length(signal)))/period1) 

if j==O 
line([imin(1)*(1000/fs) imin(1)*(1000/fs)], 

[1.1*max(residualam) 1.1*min(residualam)]); 
positiemin=imin(1); 
if positiemin+d+b <= length(signal) 

[minsig3,i3]=min(residualam(positiemin+d:positiemin+d+b)); 
cp(j+1)=i3+d-1; 

end 
else 

line([(positiemin+cp(j+1))*(1000/fs) (positiemin+cp(j+1))*(1000/fs)], 
[1.1*max(residualam) 1.1*min(residualam)]); 

if positiemin+period1 <= length(signal) 
[i1min,imin(j+1)]=min(residualam(positiemin+10:positiemin+10+period1): 
imin(j+1)=imin(j+1)+10; 
positiemin=sum(imin(1 : j+1))-(j); 
line([positiemin*(1000/fs) positiemin*(1000/fs)], 

[1.1*max(residualam) 1.1*min(residualam)]) ; 
end 
if positiemin+d+b <= length(signal) 

[minsig3,i3]=min(residualam(positiemin+d:positiemin+d+b)); 
cp(j+1)=i3+d-1; 
line([(positiemin+cp(j+1))*(1000/fs) (positiemin+cp(j+1))*(1000/fs)], 
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end 
end 

[1.1*max(residualam) 1.1*min(residualam)]) 
end 

axis([(sum(imin(i:j-2))-10)*1000/fs (sum(imin(1:j-1))+10)*1000/fs 
min(signal) max(signal)]) 

text((sum(imin(1:j-2))+40)*1000/fs,0.85*max(signal),'The speech signal:solid'); 
text((sum(imin(1:j-2))+40)*1000/fs,0.7*max(signal),'The residual signal:dashdot 
hold off; 
ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 

ï. Based on the instants of closure and opening ï. 

ï. which have been calculated, the covariance ï. 

ï. based LPC is applyed to the closure interval ï. 

% of each period in order to calculate the % 
ï. the coefficients of system in that period. ï. 

ï. After calculating of every set of coefficients, ï. 

% the real roots of that set will be removed prior% 
% to the calculation of the derivated glottal pulseï. 
% for that period. 
ï. ï. 

ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
residual=[]; 
for j=O:floor(length(signal(imin(1):length(signal)))/period1) 

residualp=[]; 
if j==O 

residual(1:imin(1)-1)=filter(lpw,sum(lpw),signal(1:imin(1)-1)); 
coeffp= covarianc1(signal(imin(1)+delay:imin(1)+cp(1)-delay), p); 
coeff=rlroots(coeffp,p); 
if ((imin(1)-prest)>=1 & ((imin(1)+cp(1)+prest)<=length(signal))); 

residualp=filter(coeff,sum(coeff),signal(imin(1)-prest:imin(1)+cp(1)) 
residual(imin(1):imin(1)+cp(1))•residualp(prest+1:cp(1)+prest+1); 
residualp= [] ; 

else 

end 

residualp=filter(coeff,sum(coeff),signal(1:imin(1)+cp(1))); 
residual(imin(1):imin(1)+cp(1))=residualp(imin(1):imin(1)+cp(1)); 
residualcm=filter(coeff,sum(coeff),signal(1:imin(2)-1)); 
residualp=[]; 
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end 

residualcm(1:imin(2)-1)=filter(coeff,sum(coeff),signal(1:imin(2)-1)); 
else 

end 

if sum(imin(1:j+1)) <= length(signal) 
residualp=filter(lpw,sum(lpw),signal(sum(imin(1:j)) + 

cp(j)-prest:sum(imin(1:j+1))-1)) 
residual(sum(imin(1:j))+cp(j)+1:sum(imin(1:j+1))-1)= 

residualp(prest+1 :prest+imin(j+1)-cp(j)-1) 
residualp=[]; 

end 
if sum(imin(1:j+1))+b+d+prest <= length(signal) 

end 

coeffp= covarianc1(signal(sum(imin(1:j+1))+delay:sum(imin(1:j+1)) + 
cp(j+1)-delay), p) ; 

coeff=rlroots(coeffp,p); 
residualp=filter(coeff,sum(coeff), 

signal(sum(imin(1:j+1))-prest:sum(imin(1:j+1))+cp(j+1))) 
residual(sum(imin(1:j+1)):sum(imin(1:j+1))+cp(j+1)) = 

residualp(prest+1:cp(j+1)+prest+1) 
residualcm(imin(j):imin(j+l)-1) = 

filter(coeff,sum(coeff),signal(imin(j):imin(j+l)-1)); 
residualp=[]; 

residual(length(residual)+1:length(signal))=filter(lpw,sum(lpw), 
signal(length(residual)+1:length(signal))) 

residualcm(length(residualcm)+1:length(signal)) = filter(coeff,sum(coeff), 
signal(length(residualcm)+1:length(signal))) 

% % 
% Based on the instants of closure and opening % 
% which have been calculated, the covariance % 
% based LPC is applyed to the closure interval % 
% of each period in order to calculate the % 
% coefficients of system ·in that period. % 
% After calculating of every set of coefficients, % 
% the real roots of that set will be removed prior% 
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% to the calculation of the derivated glottalpulse % 
% for that period. 
% 

glottalp= filter(1,r, residual'); 
glottalpr=glottalp - m*(m\glottalp); 

glottalpcm= filter(1,r, residualcm'); 
glottalprcm=glottalpcm - m*(m\glottalpcm); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% % 
% Calculation of the frequency responces of the % 
% obtained systems. % 

[hc,wc]=freqz(sum(coeff),coeff); 
[hcmax,wcmax]=max(hc(l:70)); 
wc=(wc/pi)*fs/2; 
wcmax=(wcmax/length(wc))*wc(length(wc)); 

[how,wow]=freqz(sum(lpw),lpw); 
[howmax,wowmax]=max(how(l:70)); 
wow=(wow/pi)*fs/2; 
wowmax=(wowmax/length(wow))*wow(length(wow)); 

[hov,wov]=freqz(sum(lpv),lpv); 
[hovmax,wovmax]=max(hov(l:70)); 
wov=(wov/pi)*fs/2; 
wovmax=(wovmax/length(wov))*wov(length(wov)); 

figure(2) 
clg; 
subplot(311) 
plot(1000*t,glottalpramv,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
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line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
axis([l length(signal)*1000/fs min(glottalpramv) max(glottalpramv)]); 
title('Glottal pulses obtained from voiced via ALPC using voiced system'); 

subplot(312) 
plot(l000*t,glottalpramv,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
title('0ne period of the above glottal pulses'); 
axis([(sum(imin(l:j-3))-10)*1000/fs (sum(imin(l:j-2))+10)*1000/fs 

min(glottalpramv) max(glottalpramv)]) , 
subplot(313) 
plot(wov,20*log10(abs(hov)),'g'); 
text(wovmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wovmax)); 
text(wovmax+850, -15 ,'Hz.'); 
line ([wovmax wovmax],[20*log10(abs(hovmax)) -35]); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz . '); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via ALPC from voiced speech'); 

figure(3) 
clg; 

subplot (311) 
plot(l000*t,glottalpram,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
axis([l length(signal)*1000/fs min(glottalpram) max(glottalpram)]); 
title('Glottal pulses obtained from voiced via ALPC using whispered system'); 

subplot(312) 
plot(1000*t,glottalpram,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
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title('0ne period of the above glottal pulses'); 
axis([(sum(imin(l:j-3))-10)•1000/fs (sum(imin(l:j-2))+10)•1000/fs 

min(glottalpram) max(glottalpram)]) 

subplot(313) 
plot(wow,20•log10(abs(how)),'b'); 
text(wowmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wowmax)); 
text(wowmax+850, -15 ,'Hz.'); 
line ( [wowmax wowmax] , [20•log10 (abs (howmax)) -35)); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40)); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz . '); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via ALPC from whispered speech'); 

figure(4) 
clg; 
subplot(311) 
plot(l000•t,glottalprcm,'g'); 
xlabel( ' Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)•l00O/fs],[0,0)); 
axis([l length(signal)•1000/fs min(glottalprcm) max(glottalprcm)]); 
title('Glottal pulses obtained from voiced via CLPC'); 

subplot(312) 
plot(l000•t,glottalprcm,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)•l000/fs],[0,0)); 
title('0ne period of the above glottal pulses'); 
axis([(sum(imin(l:j-3))-10)•1000/fs (sum(imin(l:j-2))+10)•1000/fs 

min(glottalprcm) max(glottalprcm)]) 
subplot(313) 
plot(wc,20•log10(abs(hc)),'r'); 
text(wcmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wcmax)); 
text(wcmax+850, -15 ,'Hz . '); 
line ([wcmax wcmax],[20•log10(abs(hcmax)) -35)); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40)); 
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xlabel('Frequency Hz . '); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via CLPC '); 

figure(5) 
clg; 
subplot(211) 
plot(1000*t,glottalpr,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
axis([1 length(signal)*1000/fs min(glottalpr) max(glottalpr)]); 
title('Glottal pulses obtained from voiced via CLPC & ALPC using whispered syst, 

subplot(212) 
plot(1000*t,glottalpr,'g'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
title('One period of the above glottal pulses'); 
axis([(sum(imin(l:j-3))-10)*1000/fs (sum(imin(l:j-2))+10)*1000/fs 

min(glottalpr) max(glottalpr)]) 
figure(6) 
clg; 
plot(1000*t,glottalpramv,'g'); 
hold on 
plot(1000*t,glottalprcm,'r'); 
plot(1000*t,glottalpram,'b'); 
¼plot(1000*t,glottalpr,'m'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 
title('Comparison of closed phases of glottal pulses obtained from different syi 
axis([(sum(imin(l:j-3))-5)*1000/fs (sum(imin(l:j-2))-cp(j-2)+5)*1000/fs 

min(glottalpram) 0.5*max(glottalpram)]) 
text(sum(imin(l:j-3)-1)*1000/fs, 0.40*max(glottalpram), 

'Glot. pulse obtained via ALPC using whispered speech: 
text(sum(imin(l:j-3)-1)*1000/fs, 0.30*max(glottalpram), 
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'Glot. pulse obtained via ALPC using voiced speech: 
text(sum(imin(i:j-3)-1)*1000/fs, 0.20*max(glottalpram), 

'Glot. pulse obtained via CLPC using voiced speech: 
hold off; 

figure(7) 
clg; 
plot(1000*t,glottalpramv,'g'); 
hold on 
plot(1000*t,glottalprcm,'r'); 
plot(1000*t,glottalpram,'b'); 
%plot(1000*t,glottalpr,'m'); 
xlabel('Time(ms)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
line ([1 length(signal)*1000/fs],[0,0]); 

green'); 

red') ; 

title('Comparison of open phases of glottal pulses obtained from different syst1 
axis([(sum(imin(i:j-2))-cp(j-2)-13)*1000/fs (sum(imin(i:j-2))+1)*1000/fs min(gl1 

text((sum(imin(i:j-2))-cp(j-2)-10)*1000/fs, 0.67*min(glottalpram), 
'Glot. pulse obtained via ALPC using whispered speech: 

text((sum(imin(i:j-2))-cp(j-2)-10)*1000/fs, 0.60*min(glottalpram), 
'Glot. pulse obtained via ALPC using voiced speech: 

text((sum(imin(i:j-2))-cp(j-2)-10)*1000/fs, 0.52*min(glottalpram), 
'Glot. pulse obtained via CLPC using voiced speech: 

hold off; 

figure(8) 

blue') 

green') 

red') 

clg; 
plot(wc,20*log10(abs(hc)),'r',wow,20*log10(abs(how)),'b',wov,20*1og10(abs(hov)) 
xlabel('Frequency Hz.'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 

text(300,0.55*min(20*log10(abs(hov))), 'Freq. response of CLPC filter: r 
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text(300,0.75•min(20•log10(abs(hov))),'Freq. response of whispered filter: blue 

text(300,0.95•min(20•log10(abs(hov))), 'Freq . response of voiced filter: 

figure(9) 
clg; 

subplot(311) 
plot(wc,20•log10(abs(hc)),'r'); 
text(wcmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wcmax)); 
text(wcmax+850, -15 ,'Hz.'); 
line ([wcmax wcmax],[20•log10(abs(hcmax)) -35]); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz . '); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via CLPC '); 

subplot(312) 
plot(wov,20•log10(abs(hov)),'g'); 
text(wovmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wovmax)); 
text(wovmax+850, -15 ,'Hz.'); 
line ([wovmax wovmax],[20•log10(abs(hovmax)) -35]); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz.'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via ALPC from voiced speech'); 

subplot(313) 
plot(wow,20•log10(abs(how)),'b'); 
text(wowmax+100, -15 ,num2str(wowmax)); 
text(wowmax+850, -15 ,'Hz.'); 
line ([wowmax wowmax],[20•log10(abs(howmax)) -35]); 
axis([0 8000 -35 40]); 
xlabel('Frequency Hz.'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
title('Frequency response of system obtained via ALPC from whispered speech'); 
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Appendix B 

The Matlab algorithm for 
the removal of the real roots 

ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
ï. Algorithm for the removal of the real roots from ï. 

ï. the set of coefficients where ais a coefficient ï. 

ï. and pis the order of prediction. ï. 

ï. If the filter after the removal of the real rootsï. 
ï. instabil is, then a massage will be shown. ï. 

ï. Written by R. Veldhuis ï. 

ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
function a=rlroots(a,p); 
r=roots(a); 
rai=(angle(r) == 0); 
rmi=(abs(r) > 1); 
for i=1:p 
if (rai(i) -= 0) 
a=filter(1,[1 -r(i)],a); 
if (rmi(i) == 1) 
rmi(i) = 0; 

end 
end 

end 
if (sum(rmi) -= 0) 

'Unstable filter' 
end 
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Appendix C 

The Matlab algorithm to 
apply the covariance-based 
estimation 

ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï.ï. 
ï. ï. 
ï. Algorithm for the calculation of the covariance ï. 
ï. based LPC. ï. 
ï. pis the order of prediction and Nis the length ï. 
ï. of the to analyzed signal. ï. 

function t=covarianc(signalc, p) 
C=[]; 
N= length(signalc); 
for 1=1 :p 

C(:,l)=signalc(p+l-1:N-1); 
end 
X=signalc(p+l:N); 
coeff(2:p+1)=-C\X; 
coeff(1)=1; 
t=coeff; 
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